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Craft a memorable celebration this holiday season with The Christmas Cookie Cookbook. Craft a memorable celebration this holiday season with The Christmas Cookie Cookbook. The included 100 recipes are sure to lift your holiday spirits, with delicious classics like Gingerbread Cookies, as well as new favorites like Cardamom Cookies and other instant hits. Beautiful 4-color photography and easy-to-follow recipes makes it easier than ever to liven up any
celebration with delectable sweets. With vegan and gluten-free recipes to choose from, you can be confident no one feels left out in the cold this Christmas season. From cookie swap champions to beginner bakers, this is the perfect gift for anyone looking to bring a hint of sweetness back to the holidays.
Nestlé Toll House All-time Favorite Cookie and Baking RecipesMeredith Corporation
The Deedolicious! Grannys Favorite Cookie Recipes cookbook has over six hundred bar, brownie, cookie, condiment, filling, frosting, and topping recipes. Inside, you will find instructions on how to bake the perfect cookie and how to make each recipe gluten-free if need be. I bake cookies every day, and it has always been my dream to have all my favorite cookie recipes together in one book. I have been building my cookie recipe collection since I was a
girl with the help of my mother and many generations of Grannys. I had a wonderful time putting this book together. It brought back great memories of my childhood when I first fell in love with baking. I will always remember my mother and my granny humming a tune in the kitchen while baking up another batch of their amazing cookies. They taught me that baking is a joy and a great way to relax before the day begins. What a fantastic way to start your
day. And the wonderful aroma that fills your home is priceless.
My grandmother made the best cookies, period. It didn’t matter what time the year it was, it didn’t matter what day the week it was. When we visited my grandmother, she ALWAYS had one or two kinds of homemade cookies waiting for us. Christmas at my grandmother’s was special. She would have DOZENS of cookie varieties for our family and every guest that came to visit. We swear that she started baking those batches in September just to be ready for the
holidays. From her small kitchen she would produce thousands of the most amazing cookies for all to enjoy! I once asked my grandmother what her favorite cookie was, and she told me that they were all her favorites. She elaborated that it wasn’t because they were delicious, it was because her family and friends thought they were delicious. When my grandmother passed, we found a few pieces of paper tucked into the pages of a notebook with her cookie
recipes written in her beautiful handwriting. Missing were some recipes, like her vanilla sugar wafers (we believe that she made those from memory), but the recipes for almost all of the cookies she ever made were there. Some instructions were in bits and pieces, but we were able to recreate them fairly accurately. For the first time, I present to you my Grandmother’s all-time favorite cookie recipes. I hope that you make each of these, find your
favorite, and share them with your family and friends.
Mrs. Fields' Cookie Secrets
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Two Peas & Their Pod Cookbook
Chistmas Cake - Cookie Cookbook
Christmas Cookie Cookbook
Over 150 Easy and Delicious, All Time Favorite Christmas Cookie Recipes From Around the World

Gooseberry Patch has been publishing cookbooks filled with recipes shared by cooks all across the country for nearly 30 years. Now we bring you the recipes from cooks in Texas. Along with treasured family recipes, each book includes the stories the go along with these tried & true dishes. 175 Recipes.
Presents a compendium of recipes for desserts, including cakes, pies, tarts, fruit desserts, custards, soufflâes, puddings, frozen treats, cookies, and candies, in addition to providing serving and storage advice.
The world is complicated. Terrorist groups like ISIS control chunks of the Middle East. Antibiotic resistant bacteria threatens existence. However, one thing remains true: the ability to make cookies. If you have nowhere else to turn, trust in the practice of making delicious cookies to briefly join us together in these grim times. This cookbook is the latest by me (Andrea Silver) - and
I'll be exploring baking cookies. Some of these recipes are slightly "healthy" but let's be real - losing pounds and climbing Mt. Everest is not the goal of this book. All things in moderation. The best cookie recipes of all time and if you're not satisfied, hit the refund button on Amazon Kindle!" Don't forget, you can read this for FREE on Kindle Unlimited, or buy for a couple of bucks
by clicking 'Buy Now!' OMG! These Cookies Taste Great! you'll have access to my favorite top secret cookie recipes. Discover recipes like: No Bake Chocolate Chip Cookies Lemon Shortbread Cookies Apple Pie Oatmeal Cookies Andrea's Butter Cookies Snowball Cookies And a lot more! We took extra care and time to create this cookbook for you, which also makes an excellent gift for other cookie
lovers. Order Your Copy of OMG! These Cookies Taste Great! today! You'll be very happy with this cookbook, or my name isn't Andrea - the Internet's most prolific recipe creator (mild exaggeration, but possibly true). > Scroll up and Download a Copy Straight to Your PC Now, Or Enjoy a High Quality Paperback Edition
Fun and sure-to-please cookie recipes—from all-time classics to contemporary favorites Here's a massive collection of the best cookies and bars ever with more than 180 sensational recipes that are as easy to make as they are fun to eat. Whether made from scratch or with a Betty Crocker mix, these delectable cookies give you as many options as any cookie lover could want.Whether you crave
traditional favorites or fancy new ideas, you'll fall in love with these lusciously diverse cookies—from classic peanut butter cookies to unexpected flavors like Pecan-Praline Bacon Bars. Plus, with a special section of gluten-free recipes, every member of the family can get in on the fun. ·Features more than 180 easy-to-make cookie recipes offering a wide variety of flavors and
variations, from fun cookies for kids to sophisticated dinner-party delights ·Illustrated with more than 100 full-color photos and step-by-step how-to photos for baking, decorating, and more ·Includes tips and advice on cookie-making basics, from rolling and cutting to baking and frostingYou'll find almost any cookie you can imagine in the Betty Crocker Big Book of Cookies. With these
recipes and variations, you'll find the perfect sweet treat for any occasion . . . or no occasion at all.
My Grandmother's All-Time Favorite Cookie Recipes
Cakes, Pies, Tarts, Muffins, Brownies, Cookies: Favorite Desserts from the Queen of Cake
Vegan Cookies Invade Your Cookie Jar
All-Time-Favorite Recipes from Southern California Cooks
The Christmas Cookie Cookbook
Delicious Homemade Christmas Cookie Recipes For Everyone

115 recipes--wholesome new creations and celebrated favorites from the blog--from the husband and wife team behind Two Peas & Their Pod TWO PEAS & THEIR POD celebrates a family, friends, and community-oriented lifestyle that has huge and growing appeal. Maria the genuine, fun, relaxed mom next door who's got the secret sauce: that special knack for effortlessly creating tantalizing and wholesome (and budget-friendly) meals with ease. From a Loaded Nacho Bar bash for 200 guests to quick-and-easy healthy weeknight dinners like never-fail favorites like
One-Skillet Sausage Pasta or Asian Pork Lettuce Wraps (always followed by a fab dessert!), Maria shares her best lifestyle tips and home cook smarts. An essential resource for parents looking to update their healthy, inexpensive, time-saving, kid friendly meal roster; aspiring home cooks who want to eat-in delicious food more than they eat out; as well as anyone looking to share their love of food and the giving spirit with their neighbors, TWO PEAS & THEIR POD will help readers bring home that (achievable!) slice of Americana, where families come together to
enjoy fresh and nutritious meals and there's always a batch of still-warm cookies waiting on the counter.
Updated with a brand-new selection of desserts and treats, the fully illustrated Sally's Baking Addiction cookbook offers more than 80 scrumptious recipes for indulging your sweet tooth—featuring a chapter of healthier dessert options, including some vegan and gluten-free recipes. It's no secret that Sally McKenney loves to bake. Her popular blog, Sally's Baking Addiction, has become a trusted source for fellow dessert lovers who are also eager to bake from scratch. Sally's famous recipes include award-winning Salted Caramel Dark Chocolate Cookies, No-Bake
Peanut Butter Banana Pie, delectable Dark Chocolate Butterscotch Cupcakes, and yummy Marshmallow Swirl S'mores Fudge. Find tried-and-true sweet recipes for all kinds of delicious: Breads & Muffins Breakfasts Brownies & Bars Cakes, Pies & Crisps Candy & Sweet Snacks Cookies Cupcakes Healthier Choices With tons of simple, easy-to-follow recipes, you get all of the sweet with none of the fuss! Hungry for more? Learn to create even more irresistible sweets with Sally’s Candy Addiction and Sally’s Cookie Addiction.
Presents low-fat renditions of favorite cookie recipes, including such treats as triple chocolate chunk cookies and cheesecake brownies, as well as tips on low-fat baking, guides to incredients, and nutritional strategies.
No one satisfies a sweet tooth like Mrs. Fields does. Here are 100 of our favorite cookie and dessert recipes from Mrs. Fields kitchen. Serve all-time favorites like Blue-Ribbon Chocolate Chip Cookies, Chocolate Sandwich Cookies, or Oatmeal Raisin Chews, or elegant, mouth- watering desserts like Peanut Butter Cream Pie. Includes time-saving tips, along with helpful hints on equipment, ingredients, and storage.
150 Irresistible Desserts in All-time Favorite Flavors
Over 300 Easy and Delicious, All Time Favorite Christmas Cookie and Cake Recipes From Around the World
Ready for Dessert
35 Easy and Delicious, All Time Favorite Christmas Cookie Recipes from Around the World
Better Homes and Gardens All-Time Favorite Cake and Cookie Recipes

Gooseberry Patch has been publishing cookbooks filled with recipes shared by cooks all across the country for nearly 30 years. Now we bring you the recipes from cooks in Southern California. Along with treasured family recipes, each book includes the stories the go along with these tried & true dishes. 167 Recipes.
Florida Cooks share the recipe that are dear to their hearts. All-Time Favorite Recipes from Florida Cooks has tried & true recipes for every meal of the day, plus yummy party treat and delicious desserts. - Easy to make dishes, with the great taste you expect from Gooseberry Patch recipes. - Family-pleasing meals like burgers, casseroles, salads and more - Fun trivia about the great state of Florida that you'll love to read and share - Time-saving tips and helps to get meals on the table in a jiffy 147 Recipes
Most Delicious Holiday Cookie Recipes Yours in a Single Cookbook! Start Your Holiday Baking Today! All Time Favorite Christmas Cookies Cookbook is ready to fuel your kitchen with vibrant smells, beautiful colors, and tasty treats. This time of delightful kitchen smells, of baking fun, can be yours easily with these step-by-step instructions, easy ingredients, and picture-perfect end results. Whatever you crave: from traditional holiday treats like Linus and Lucy Lemon Snow Day Cookies, Nutcracker Tea Cakes, Peanut Butter Delight
Noel Bars, and Traditional Christmas Sugar Cookies with an awesome colored, kid-decorating friendly buttercream frosting recipe alongside; to peppermint-driving oatmeal lace cookies, crunchy snowball candy cane cookies, and peppermint bark; to traditional gingerbread and cinnamon palmiers; to adventurous round-the-world holiday cookies-from French Chocolate Ganache Cookies to German Lebkuchen Cookies-everything's included in this book. Everything delivers marvelous flavor. Thirty-five fun seasonal cookies can be yours
with this recipe book. Impress your friends at your holiday party-or treat yourself by the fire (or the Netflix cue). Don't let your holiday-craving taste buds go hungry, and open your world to holiday cookie magic! SCROLL UP AND CLICK BUY TO ORDER YOUR COPY INSTANTLY
From the bestselling "legend" of baking (New York Times), Maida Heatter, a modern-classic collection of her all-time best-loved, tried-and-true recipes "Happiness is baking cookies. Happiness is giving them away. And serving them, and eating them, talking about them, reading and writing about them, thinking about them, and sharing them with you." Maida Heatter is one of the most iconic and fondly remembered cookbook authors of all time. Her recipes, each a modern classic, are must-haves in every home baker's bag of tricks:
her cookies, cakes, muffins, tarts, pies, and sweets of all kinds range from extravagantly special to the comforting and everyday. Her brown-sugary Budapest Coffee Cake, her minty Palm Beach Brownies, her sophisticated East 62nd Street Lemon Cake, and many other desserts have inspired legions of devotees. Happiness Is Baking reproduces Maida's best-loved recipes in a fully illustrated new edition with a foreword by Dorie Greenspan. Developed for foolproof baking by experienced cooks and novices alice, these recipes bear
Maida's trademark warmth, no-nonsense style, and her promise that they will work every time. Happiness Is Baking is the perfect gift for anyone who loves baking--or who knows the happiness that comes from a delicious dessert.
Over 100 Recipes to Celebrate the Season
The Oh She Glows Cookbook
Including 23 Holiday Cookies
175 Tested-'til-Perfect Recipes for Crispy, Chewy & Ooey-Gooey Treats
30 Best Cookie Recipes of All Time. the Guide to Baking Cookies
Diner Desserts

Over 180 irresistible cookie recipes from the kitchens of Southern Living are included in this full-color cookbook. Readers will find hints on baking, the proper use of cooking utensils, and baking techniques for a variety of cookies. A special section suggests the perfect cookies for gift-giving and holiday entertaining. Over 60 full-color photos.
Gooseberry Patch has been publishing cookbooks filled with recipes shared by cooks all across the country for nearly 30 years. Now we bring you the recipes from cooks in the state of Washington. Along with treasured family recipes, each book includes the stories the go along with these tried & true dishes. 176 Recipes.
How To Make Cookie Jar Favorites brings you a collection of well-tested recipes for all-time favorite cookies -- from chocolate chip, peanut butter, and molasses-spice, to snickerdoodles and marble icebox cookies. One of a unique collection of beautifully hardbound, single topic cookbooks from the editors of Cook's Illustrated. After months in our test kitchen, and over 2,500 cookies baked, we have come up with
recipes that are guaranteed to work every time. How To Make Cookie Jar Favorites shares our discoveries of which ingredients to use...and when to use them. We tasted the difference between butters and other shortenings, discovered when to use baking powder instead of baking soda, and found out how to choose between different types of sugar. A must for anyone who loves baking traditional American cookies.
BakingDiscover plenty of cookie recipes right now!Recipes with photos included Why homemade cookies? Because they are simple, they don't require an advanced kitchen or any special skills. As a bonus, they are really cheap to make and very tasty. In this book you will find recipes that are very easy. I can say that most of them can be made by mixing up and baking. Do you like them pillow-soft or chewy? I like
mine crispy edges and golden brown. But, you may like rich molasses cookies, maybe gooey oatmeal, who knows? Anyway, you will find plenty of recipes that will fit your tastes. With easy-to-follow cookie recipes,from the classic sugar cookies to brownie sandwich cookies, and everything in between, they are all here. For sure, you will find at least 1 or two, ... three recipes that will be your favorite. Don't hesitate,
click the buy button and grab yourself a copy in less than 1 minute.
The Baking Book for Every Kitchen, with Classic Cookies, Novel Treats, Brownies, Bars, and More
Over 300 Easy and Delicious, All Time Favorite Christmas Cookie Recipes From Around the World
Favorite Everyday Recipes from Our Family Kitchen
Over 300 Easy And Delicious All Time Favorite Christmas Cookie and Cake Recipes From Around The World
Good Housekeeping The Best-Ever Cookie Book
The Great Book of Chocolate
Craft a memorable celebration this holiday season with The Christmas Cookie Cookbook.Craft a memorable celebration this holiday season with The Christmas Cookie Cookbook. The included 300 recipes are sure to lift your holiday spirits, with delicious classics like Gingerbread Cookies, as well as new favorites like Cardamom Cookies and other instant hits.
Craft a memorable celebration this holiday season with The Christmas Cookie Cookbook.Craft a memorable celebration this holiday season with The Christmas Cookie Cookbook. The included over 150 recipes are sure to lift your holiday spirits, with delicious classics like Gingerbread Cookies, as well as new favorites like Cardamom Cookies and other instant hits. Easy-to-follow recipes makes it easier than ever to liven up any celebration with delectable sweets. With vegan
and gluten-free recipes to choose from, you can be confident no one feels left out in the cold this Christmas season. From cookie swap champions to beginner bakers, this is the perfect gift for anyone looking to bring a hint of sweetness back to the holidays.
More than 150 recipes for desserts of all kinds celebrating America's nine favorite flavors, from chocolate and vanilla to caramel and coffee, organized into chapters by flavor.
The Easiest Cookies and Cakes You Will Ever Make!The smell of cinnamon and honey, the warm goodness of cookies, cakes fresh from the oven, the fun of everyone gathering together in the kitchen and the love all around you - these are my favorite Christmas experiences.Over the years I have gathered an amazing collection of Christmas cookie and cake recipes - great homemade cookies and cakes full of flavors and memories, loved by every family member and also easy
to prepare with the kids. To keep with tradition, once they are baked and cooled completely, they can be wrapped in colorful paper to make truly festive homemade gifts!
Flavorful
All-Time-Favorite Recipes from Washington Cooks
From Grandma's Recipe Box
Betty Crocker: The Big Book of Cookies
All-time Favorite Cookie Recipes
Happiness Is Baking
Don't run. Don't hide. Vegan cookies are going to invade your cookie jar, one delicious bite at a time. Join award-winning bakers Isa Chandra Moskowitz and Terry Hope Romero (authors of the hit cookbook Vegan Cupcakes Take Over the World) as they ...
Illinois Cooks share the recipe that are dear to their hearts. All-Time Favorite Recipes from Illinois Cooks has tried & true recipes for every meal of the day, plus yummy party treat and delicious desserts. - Easy to make dishes, with the great taste you expect from Gooseberry Patch recipes. - Family-pleasing meals like burgers, casseroles, salads and more - Fun trivia about the great
state of Illinois that you'll love to read and share - Time-saving tips and helps to get meals on the table in a jiffy 157 Recipes
From celebrated blogger Sarah Kieffer of The Vanilla Bean Baking Blog! 100 Cookies is a go-to baking resource featuring 100 recipes for cookies and bars, organized into seven chapters. Chocolatey, fruity, crispy, chewy, classic, inventive—there's a foolproof recipe for the perfect treat for everyone in this book. • Introduces innovative baking techniques • Includes an entire chapter
dedicated to Kieffer's "pan banging" technique that ensures crisp edges and soft centers for the most delicious cookies • Nearly every recipe is accompanied by a photograph. Recipes range from the Classic Chocolate Chip made three different ways, to bars, brownies, and blondies that reflect a wide range of flavors and global inspiration. This is the comprehensive-yet-charming cookbook
every cookie lover (or those who love to bake cookies) needs. • Recipes include Marshmallow Peanut Butter Brownies, Olive Oil Sugar Cookies with Blood Orange Glaze, Red Wine Cherry Cheesecake Swirl Bars, and Pan-Banging Ginger Molasses, S'mores Cookies, Snickerdoodles, and more • A great pick for the home baker who loves cookies, as well as fans of Sarah Kieffer's blog and Instagram •
You'll love this book if you love cookbooks like Sally's Cookie Addiction by Sally McKenney; Dorie's Cookies by Dorie Greenspan; and The Perfect Cookie: Your Ultimate Guide to Foolproof Cookies, Brownies & Bars by America's Test Kitchen.
Nearly two hundred recipes--including chocolate and angel cakes, chocolate chip, oatmeal, and peanut butter cookies, and brownies--are featured
High Quality Cookie Recipes With the Power to Turn Your Whole Family Into Cookie Addicts
My Best Recipes
How to Make Cookie Jar Favorites
Sally's Baking Addiction
100 Cookies
Baking
The New York Times bestseller from the founder of Oh She Glows "Angela Liddon knows that great cooks depend on fresh ingredients. You'll crave every recipe in this awesome cookbook!" —Isa Chandra Moskowitz, author of Isa Does It "So many things I want to make! This is a book you'll want on the shelf." —Sara Forte, author of The Sprouted Kitchen A self-trained chef and food photographer, Angela Liddon has spent years perfecting the art of plant-based cooking, creating inventive and delicious recipes that have brought her devoted fans from all over the world. After struggling with an eating disorder for a decade, Angela vowed to change
her diet — and her life — once and for all. She traded the low-calorie, processed food she'd been living on for whole, nutrient-packed vegetables, fruits, nuts, whole grains, and more. The result? Her energy soared, she healed her relationship with food, and she got her glow back, both inside and out. Eager to share her realization that the food we put into our bodies has a huge impact on how we look and feel each day, Angela started a blog, ohsheglows.com, which is now an Internet sensation and one of the most popular vegan recipe blogs on the web. This is Angela's long-awaited debut cookbook, with a trasure trove of more than 100
moutherwatering, wholesome recipes — from revamped classics that even meat-eaters will love, to fresh and inventive dishes — all packed with flavor. The Oh She Glows Cookbook also includes many allergy-friendly recipes — with more than 90 gluten-free recipes — and many recipes free of soy, nuts, sugar, and grains, too! Whether you are a vegan, "vegan-curious," or you simply want to eat delicious food that just happens to be healthy, too, this cookbook is a must-have for anyone who longs to eat well, feel great, and simply glow!
A compact connoisseur's guide, with recipes, to today's cutting-edge array of chocolates and chocolate makers from former Chez Panisse pastry chef David Lebovitz. In this compact volume, David Lebovitz gives a succinct cacao botany lesson, explains the process of chocolate making, runs through chocolate terminology and types, presents information on health benefits, offers an evaluating and buying primer, profiles the world's top chocolate makers and chocolatiers (with a whole chapter dedicated to Paris alone!), and shares dozens of little-known factoids in sidebars throughout the book. The Great Book of Chocolate includes more than 50
location and food photographs, and features more than 30 of Lebovitz's favorite chocolate recipes from Black-Bottom Cupcakes to Homemade Rocky Road Candy, Orange and Rum Chocolate Mousse Cake to Double Chocolate Chip Espresso Cookies. His extensive resource section (with websites for international ordering) can bring the world's best chocolate to every door. A self-avowed chocoholic, Lebovitz nibbles chocolate every day and with The Great Book of Chocolate in hand, he figures the rest of us will too.
Designed for chocoholics and dessert lovers everywhere, this tempting cookbook from the experts at Nestle offers 175 delicious recipes that include a rich variety of easy-to-bake cookies, brownies, bars, pies, cakes, and desserts. 30,000 first printing.
Celebrate the holiday season with festive, deliciously easy Christmas cookies 'Tis the season to pull out those cookie cutters and get ready to whip up an array of magical, mouthwatering Christmas cookies! From Gingerbread People to Candy Cane Cookies, this standout among Christmas cookbooks is packed with foolproof baking guidance, tons of festive decorating tips, and dozens of super easy recipes for tasty treats-perfect for gifting and simple enough to sweeten any occasion. In this book, you will discover: - Linter Star Sandwich rookies - Old-Fashioned Sugar Cookies - Apricot Jam Thumbprint Cookies - Chocolaty Melting Snowmen - Easy
Spritz - Lemon Star Sandwiches - Rosenmunnar - Russian Tea Cakes - Peppermint Meringues - And so much more! Get your copy today!
Omg! These Cookies Taste Great!
All Time Favorite Cake and Cookie Recipes
70 All-time Favorite Cookie Formulas
Christmas Cake and Cookie Cookbook
100 Dairy-Free Recipes for Everyone's Favorite Treats
All-Time-Favorite Recipes From Florida Cooks

Some of our most cherished memories are of visits to Grandma's house...and the wonderful meals she cooked for us. When she called us down for breakfast, we knew there would be homemade caramel rolls and hot cocoa waiting, just for us. In chilly weather, there was always a hearty kettle of vegetable soup or chili simmering on her stove. At dinnertime, the table overflowed with tender chicken and noodles or slow-baked pot roast, buttery mashed potatoes, brown sugar carrots (because she knew we wouldn't eat them,
otherwise!) and salads, fresh-picked from her garden. Her cookie jar was filled with our favorite snickerdoodles or chocolate chip cookies, and there was always a frosted layer cake in the cake stand. So many delicious memories! From Grandma's Recipe Box is chock-full of all these recipes and more, shared by cooks like you, handed down through generations and still enjoyed today. We've included easy tips for adding down-home flavor to meals, and for making get-togethers with family & friends special. If you enjoy oldfashioned comfort food, you'll love the recipes in this cookbook! 225 Recipes
A cookie for every craving: From classics like chocolate chips to decadent delights (hello, skillet cookie sundae), this collection will become your go-to baking book. Everyone loves a cookie! Whether you go right to the chocolate or are more of a buttery shortbread fan, there's a special cookie here just for you. The Good Housekeeping Test Kitchen presents their best-ever, tested-‘til-perfect recipes so you can find your soulmate in sweetness. Plus, a chapter devoted to holiday cookies will become your favorite for celebrations
all year round. Chapters include: • BAKE YOUR BEST COOKIES: Classic Sugar Cookie Dough, Spice Cookie Dough, Royal Icing, tips for decorating like a pro, and gifting and sharing cookies • DROP COOKIES: Strawberry-Oatmeal Cookies, Glazed Sourdough Snickerdoodles, Razzy-Jammy Thumbprints, Ginger Crinkles • SLICE & BAKE COOKIES: Matcha Cookies, Chocolate-Pistachio Slice & Bakes, Lemon Icebox Cookies, Lime & Coconut Coins, Pecan Crescent Cookies • BARS, BLONDIES & BROWNIES: Millionaire
Shortbread, Orange-Turmeric Squares, Brown Butter Hazelnut Blondies, Double-Stuffed Brownies • SPECTACULAR COOKIE CREATIONS: Alfajores, Apple Pie Rugelah, Homemade Honey Graham Crackers, Cookie Shooters, Homemade Fudgy Ice Cream Sandwiches, Skillet Cookie Sundaes, Walnut Biscotti • HOLIDAY COOKIES: Chinese Almond Cookies, Jammin’ Heart Cookies, Hamantaschen, Nan-e Berenji, Lemon Curd Egg Cookies, Chocolate Dipped Macaroons, Coffin Sandwich Cookies, Nankhatai, Gingerbread
Sandwich Cookies, Fruitcake Crisps Whether you're baking for a special occasion or just for a sweet treat, you'll find tons of inspiration from the gorgeous photographs, clever ideas from the Test Kitchen editors (including gifting tips to pack them like a pro!), and inventive variations that all come out perfectly every single time.
A nostalgic cookbook, enhanced by black-and-white photographs, presents an array of tasty, easy-to-follow recipes for favorite desserts from America's roadside eateries, from a Really Rich Double-Chocolate Milk Shake to Cream Tapioca Pudding and Sour Cream Blueberry Crumbcake. Original.
All-Time-Favorite Recipes From Illinois Cooks
Irresistible Cookies, Cupcakes, and Desserts for Your Sweet-Tooth Fix
An Illustrated Step-by-step Guide to the Simplest and Best American Cookies
All Time Favorite Christmas Cookies
The Chocolate Lover's Guide with Recipes [A Baking Book]
Over 100 Vegan Recipes to Glow from the Inside Out
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